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We live in a software-enabled world. Software is everywhere, in your laptop, your phone, you car and even (sooner than 
later) your toaster. Global cost of software development is estimated to be over one trillion dollars (and over 200 billion in 
market revenue in Europe) making it a crucial market for Europe's ICT initiatives.  
 
Much of this software is critical for the daily activities of our society and has a large community behind it, comprising 
thousands of contributors and millions of users that must be listen to as well. This should be especially true for software 
built following the principles of Open Source Software (OSS) typically developed in a collaborative manner via online 
code hosting platforms like GitHub.  
 
In theory, OSS has better quality than proprietary software thanks to this higher community involvement (at different 
levels: submitting bug reports, feature requests, participating in discussions, contributing code...). Luckily, most of the 
critical software projects for our society are OSS projects (like Apache Server, Firefox, Linux or WordPress) which 
should give us some level of confidence. In practice, though, many OSS projects suffer from a lack of transparency and 
democracy and are unable to properly respond to their users' needs. This hampers their future success and thus their 
role in the growing of Europe's ICT. 
 
The goal of this project is to transform software development into a real community-driven process by providing an online 
collaborative platform where a software community at large can effectively participate and be managed in order to make 
joint decisions in the open to ensure the long-term sustainability of the project. This will require solving a number of 
research challenges around the human aspects of software development. Therefore, the project will built a unified 
interdisciplinary framework combining techniques from software mining and analytics with methods borrowed from 
political science, social science and economics. 
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Section a: Extended Synopsis of the scientific proposal (max. 5 pages) 
 

1. Problem description 
 
We live in a software-enabled world and open source software is a key player in it: "Software is everywhere today, yet its 
instrumental role in the modern digital economy is often overlooked. With market revenues of over €200 billion in Europe 
and growth rates of between 6% and 8%, software is the largest and the fastest growing segment of the information and 
communication technologies (ICT) market ... Open source software (OSS) is now playing a significant role in this 
Software economy .... Therefore a number of OSS specific actions could contribute to growth in Europe, jobs creation 
and improvement of the European Software imbalance ... The open source software share of the economy could reach 
4% of European GDP" - European Software Strategy Report2. A more recent Cambridge Report [1], aggregating 
different sources, estimates the total global cost of software development nowadays at 1.25 trillion dollars.  
 
These numbers and vision clearly convey the importance of software development and, in particular, open source 
software development in the European economy (and in fact your daily life, each of us interacts with OSS every single 
day even if inadvertently). According to the Open Source initiative: "open source development is a development method 
for software that harnesses the power of distributed peer review and transparency of process. The promise of open 
source is better quality, higher reliability, more flexibility, lower cost, and an end to predatory vendor lock-in.".  
 
This higher quality of OSS (compared to the quality of proprietary one) is due to the more active participation of the 
community  [2]. This was also the key proposal of the well-known essay "The Cathedral and the Bazaar" [3] where the 
author contrasts two development models: the Cathedral model where code is developed by a restricted set of 
developers and the Bazaar model where development is a collaborative endeavor and users are co-developers as the 
way to rapid code improvement, effective debugging and aligned software evolution. This "co-developer" role doesn't 
mean users contribute code, it highlights the fact that users are key members of the software community, have a saying 
in it and can contribute in any form or shape they can, e.g. submitting bug reports, feature requests or just giving 
feedback of any aspect of the software. This is different from end-user development approaches [4] that pretended to 
convert users in a kind of developers to adapt themselves the software alone.  
 
Despite this, reality shows that many OSS projects are closer to the Cathedral model than the Bazaar one. We manually 
analyzed the twenty-five most popular projects in GitHub3 and found out  that only one (4%) explicitly described how 
user contributions would be managed (with another 28% giving partial hints). This means that 68% had no explicit 
governance model4. Absolutely none of them were democratic (i.e. users could not vote in any way not even to elect 
people to represent them). In fact, the only one describing its decision-making process clearly stated that "this project 
follows the timeless, highly efficient and totally unfair system known as Benevolent dictator for life". Clearly, not what is 
common practice in the rest of community aspects of our society. As a result, more software failures go undetected, 
project evolution risks to go in a direction that alienates its users and long-term sustainability may be hampered. And this 
is not the only problem. Most projects struggle to attract contributors and to properly managed their huge communities of 
developers and users. In fact, several people claim that the OSS model is broken with many projects failing and getting 
abandoned in the very early stages (see [5] for some statistics). Therefore, alternative models deserve to be explored. 
 
I argue in this proposal that to improve software quality (in the broadest sense of the word, i.e. including product-market 
fit) we need to shift from a code-centric focus to a people-centric one where we conduct research on how to optimize 
online communities around open source projects as a way to improve software development as a whole both for 
proprietary and (especially) open-source software. This shift will be achieved by implementing an ambitious multi-
dimensional and cross-disciplinary research agenda that will bring to the software field expertise available in other 
academic disciplines. 
 
This is obviously a challenging task since it will involve transforming the way software is developed, making the process 
more open (now for real!) and community-driven. Still, software has largely contributed to make our world more social 

                                                 
2
 Report of an industry expert group invited by the European Commission to give their advice on the European software 

strategy  ftp://ftp.cordis.europa.eu/pub/fp7/ict/docs/ssai/European_Software_Strategy.pdf 
3
 GitHub is the most used web-based collaborative development platform for OSS projects, offering a series of services, 

like issue trackers and access-control user management, on top of free Git repository for version control and now 

hosting over 10 million projects 
4
 A governance model describes the roles that project participants can take on and the process for decision making 

within the project. Source: OSS watch http://oss-watch.ac.uk/ 
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(e.g. enabling the social networks or the sharing economy services) and democratic (e.g. e-democracy and voting 
systems). I believe it's time we bring this to software development itself. 
 

2.  State of the art 
 
The research community has been trying to mine software repositories for valuable insights on good software 
development practices for a long time but attention to this area of research has grown a lot in the last years together with 
the popularization of the GitHub platform and its massive availability of project data (though quality of the data may be 
questionable [6]–[8] if curated subdatasets [9] or a proper sample selection methods are not followed [10]). Papers on 
software mining have been frequently published in all major software engineering conferences and journals.  
 
Published papers analyze software projects from different angles but many of them are code-centric, meaning that they 
focus its analysis on the projects' source code by analyzing, for instance, (1) the use of programming languages (e.g., 
[11], [12]), (2) the type of license they apply (e.g., [13], [14]), (3) the folder structure of the project [15] or the potential 
vulnerabilities and complexity of the code (e.g., [16], [17]). Others focus on more methodological aspects covering 
testing practices (e.g., [18], [19]), refactoring (e.g., [20]) or pull requests (e.g., [21], [22]).  This is also true for several 
European funded projects on OSS-related areas like MANCOOSI5 , OSSMETER6 or MARKOS7.  
 
Only a few works analyze the social part of the software development process, trying to understand how developers are 
internally organized and work together in the project. There are studies on the team diversity (e.g., [23], [24]) and 
composition (e.g., [25], [26]) from a static point of view. Others focus more on the community dynamics by analyzing the 
interactions between community members and the project or among themselves. The member-to-project category 
includes works that analyze the first impression formation (e.g., [27]), using projects for hiring new people (e.g., [28]), 
onboarding (e.g., [29]) and social coding (e.g., use of the social services of GitHub to track activity in projects of interest 
[30]). On the member-to-member aspect, there are works studying the social and technical factors that motivate people 
to contribute to a given project (e.g., [31]), assignment algorithms that recommend developers to open tasks (e.g., [32]) 
and their role in promoting together the project itself (e.g., [33]). Of interest for the project are also works able to enrich 
developers' profiles by cross-linking their project work with their online activity in social networks [34], [35].  
 
Based on this literature review and evidence from existing software projects, we can conclude that (open-source) 
software development  faces the following challenges: 

 It is not as open as you would expect (the code is open, the management and decision-making of the project is 
not) 

 It has strong difficulties in attracting contributors 

 It is unable to manage its community efficiently 
 
which hampers people's experience with open source thus threatening the project's evolution and success. A recent 
example would be the fork8 of node.js (an extremely popular JavaScript runtime environment) due to differences in the 
governance of the project. Once the dispute was settled the forked version (io.js) was merged back to the main project 
but in the process countless hours were wasted in the parallel development of the two versions plus all the confusion this 
situation brought to the thousands of users of node.js that had to decide what version to follow. A more open governance 
model (including decision power for the end-users) could have avoided this situation in the first place. 
 
In this proposal we aim at developing original research contributions for each one of these challenges. 
 

3. Research Agenda 
 
Disrupting open source software development implies shifting our main focus of attention from the analysis of code 
aspects in the software repository to the analysis of the people behind that code, either as developers, owners or users. 
 
Therefore, the main goal of this project can be stated as building: 

 

                                                 
5
 http://www.mancoosi.org 

6
 http://www.ossmeter.org 

7
 http://www.markosproject.eu 

8
 A fork happens when a group of developers take a copy of the source code of a project and use it to create an 

independent version of the original project, evolving independently.  

http://www.mancoosi.org/
http://www.ossmeter.org/
http://www.markosproject.eu/
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A unified framework to transform software development into a real community-driven development process  
 
with the benefits of a faster and higher-quality software production and, more importantly, a better alignment with 
the needs of the community at large and, possibly, the general principles that govern the rest of our society. 
 
This community-driven process will be enabled by borrowing and adapting to the software development field techniques 
from the domains of political science, social science (e.g. social/behavioural informatics), economics and ecology 
that had been studying a diverse range of communities for centuries, and combining them with core software 
techniques for mining of software repositories, constraint solving [36] and language design, among several others. 
 
More precisely, this main goal will be implemented through the following specific subgoals aimed at helping projects to: 
1- Open all aspects of the project, defining a precise governance model setting up the foundations of this participative 
process, 2 - bring more participants in and diversify their profiles 3 - Optimize how they all collaborate together, 
regardless their role.  All this considering a broader view of the participatory process where the unit is not a single project 
but a project network. The final goal is to integrate all these techniques in one single unified community-driven 
development platform built as an extension of current code hosting services.  

 
G1:  Bring Transparency and Democracy to OSS development 

Open source communities are not as open as they seem as discussed above. Their lack of transparency and frequent 
anti-democratic decision procedures can scare away potential contributors/users and hamper its alignment with the 
needs of the community. To overcome this situation we propose to: 

a. Employ software mining techniques to conduct a systematic study of current governance models in 
OSS projects. Complement it with semi-structured interviews on project leaders to better understand 
the reasons behind their choices. 

b. Develop a domain-specific language9 to enable OSS projects precisely define their governance model 
for each type of project decision (e.g. feature prioritization or patch acceptance), extending the basic 
governance strategies covered in [37]. Governance rules will be formally analyzed for consistency. 
Given their explicit definition, rules could even be automatically enforced and its execution registered 
for future traceability (e.g. who voted for this at that moment in time?).  

c. Adapt different democracy models (representative, direct, liquid, ...) to the specific context of OSS to 
allow these projects simulate and later transition to more democratic practices, if proven useful. This is 
a complex process that may involve for instance the automatic suggestion of possible internal  leaders 
(based on their repository activity) to represent groups of users in elections for intermediate technical 
committees if the project opts for a type of representative democracy. Quality aspects of the ongoing 
democratic values and processes of the project will be monitored (e.g. the Gini index [38] for equality 
distribution and the quality of the online deliberation, inspired from[39]) . 

 
G2: Attract new contributors to OSS projects 

OSS projects need contributors to progress [40][41]. A few large projects, like Linux, may rely on paid contributors 
(sponsored by companies that benefit from the project) or the support of an official foundation that backs it up but most 
depend on convincing external people to volunteer their work. Given that simpler strategies, like making the project more 
popular, are not enough [42], we propose to:  

a. Develop goal models [43] for each participant role involved in an OSS project to better understand their 
motivations and acted upon them. 

b. Define innovative contribution models. We believe OSS can be regarded as an example of a matching 
market (markets where money is not the main factor [44]) and therefore we can adapt retribution strategies 
successful in other matching markets to the OSS one. Examples would be to replicate the idea of time 
banks or  donor chains (I help you if you help somebody that can help me  

c. Apply gamification10 principles to OSS to increase the level of contribution of current members.   
d. Identify potential new contributors by analyzing and cross-profiling people's public profiles and behavior in 

social networks like Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Slack or StackOverflow and GitHub itself reusing expert 
finding techniques like [45] [46]. This may also be used to reduce the gender gap [47] and increase team 
diversity  
 

G3: Optimize internal project collaborations 

                                                 
9
 A domain-specific language (DSL) is a language specifically designed to express solutions to problems in a specific 

domain. This is in contrast with general languages (like Java or UML) that aim to be used in any domain. 
10

 Gamification: Use of game elements (like badges, points or levels) in serious environments 
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Effective collaboration requires more than setting up theoretical good conditions for it. A continuous monitoring of the 
community structure and exchanges taking place would allow detecting early on possible bottlenecks in the communty 
and suggesting corrections. In particular we propose to: 
 

a. Visualize the community network as a typed directed multigraph (where edges would denote several kinds 
of interactions between the members) and adapt well-known graph-based algorithms to identify 
subcommunities, leaders, low density areas and so on. Then project owners can react to solve this, e.g. by 
"building bridges" between the subcommunities or inviting people to scarce areas in the project.  

b. Define acceptable thresholds and ranges for some social metrics  in OSS (e.g. bus factor [48] , ratio 
between external and internal contributors) depending on the community size and domain to evaluate the 
"health" of the community. The ranges would come from the analysis of a representative set of "successful" 
projects and typical values in other fields like human ecology 

c. Adapt review aggregator techniques and sentiment analysis techniques to summarize long conversational 
exchanges to facilitate everybody follow relevant discussions 

 
G4: Take Cross-project dependencies into account 

Projects do not grow in isolation. All the dimensions described above will need to be extended to deal with cross-project 
interactions since project dependencies take place not only at the technical level but at the human level [49] where 
project may compete for the same resources and have cascade effects on each other. A key example is developers' 
attention and time. I will model this as a constraint optimization problem [50] aimed at finding an optimal assignment of 
developers to projects.  

 
G5: Building a community-driven software development platform  

All techniques/metrics/algorithms described above will be implemented and released as part of an online collaborative 
platform where a software community at large can effectively participate and be managed to be released as an open 
source project in itself. To avoid reinventing the wheel, the platform will be built on top of GitHub (or another similar 
hosting platform) and provide connectors with external add-ons (e.g. forums, mailing lists, external bug trackers) to be 
used as additional information sources for the analysis of the project. The platform will also include a real-time 
monitoring service for OSS projects providing several key metrics per project like their transparency and democracy 
index to be used as reference for the projects a person is collaborating (or considering to collaborate) with. 
 
 

Achieving these goals will benefit the whole software development community. Users get the chance to have a more 
active participation and influence in the project evolution; contributors know in advance how their effort will be evaluated 
and dealt with; and project owners get the tools to attract more contributors and better manage the community to speed 
up the development process. And now it is the perfect time to address these issues given that open source is reaching 
its tipping point11 where, more than ever, even the most powerful tech companies and entrepreneurs are embracing 
open source [51].  
 

4. Impact 
 
I have argued in the previous paragraph why I believe this project has the potential to disrupt the way OSS is developed 
and why that is so important. But the impact of the project can extend to areas beyond OSS development: 

 Impact for proprietary software development. Private companies may not be willing to champion democratic 
practices in their internal development but they should still involve users when deciding the evolution of their 
projects. Besides, many of the techniques developed as part of this project will nonetheless be useful to them, 
e.g. to evaluate the performance of their employees and the adequacy of their organizational structure based 
on the evidences found in the actual repository data (e.g. regarding employees interactions). 

 Impact on non-software organizations. The work on formalization and monitoring of governance models 
(objective 1) is of interest for any kind of organization that wants to be transparent. Moreover, many of the 
social analysis techniques (objective 3) could be easily redefined to be  applied on other communication data 
(mailing lists, forums, email threads) and not just on software-specific repositories.  

 Facilitating further research projects on OSS. All the results of the project (documents, experimental data, 
tools,...) will be released as open access & open source artefacts to maximize the project impact. This will be 
specially useful to other researchers working on this field. In particular, as part of the project we will develop a 

                                                 
11

 Tipping point: a point in time when a group—or a large number of group members—rapidly and dramatically changes 
its behavior by widely adopting a previously rare practice [54][55] 
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representative sample builder [10] of projects (in GitHub or other similar code hosting platforms) to be used in 
software analytics projects. This could be used as a benchmark to compare results of different studies and have 
better confidence in their results by ensuring a diverse selection of projects  
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